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What is a Manifold?
We think of a manifold as a topological space which locally
resembles the Euclidean plane near each point. On these spaces,
you can also talk about geometrical structures. As an example,
the sphere is a two dimensional manifold with positive curvature,
but locally it seems flat. When we as humans walk on Earth, we
don’t feel that we are walking on a curved surface, even though
we are.
Purpose of Project
The point of this project was to learn about mathematical
structures such as the cylinder and the sphere. But far too often
we tend to look at these structures in an abstract way and
analyze them via formulas or theorems. While this sort of
analysis has its place, it is sometimes useful to visualize these
structures using software like the C# programming language and
the Unity Game Engine. This allows us to better understand
these mathematical structures.
Translation Surface
A translation surface is a surface obtained from identifying the
sides of a polygon in the Euclidean plane by translations.
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a bit about both the math which inspired the creation of the
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project, there are still things which can be improved. Most
recently, we actually made whole new scenes on different
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Hyperbolic Soccer
Snake game can be improved further.
Snakes in the Plane
Surfaces out of Paper
Hyperbolic Soccer, created in Unity, is a game with the goal of
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Then, because the other ourselves what was necessary to work to improve the visualization
two arrows face the
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aspect. Bugs with the camera and the pointer (shows the
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to ”twist” the structure to added. From there, our goal was to, firstly, make the math
Figure: Here is an example of how the point a and b are equated and how the
area around the point translates the arrow
make the same sides meet. concept behind the movement more obvious to a player. The
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This is an image of the Hyperbolic Soccer game, where the ball is
trying to get to the goal. When you click on the game, it ends up
hitting the boundaries repeatedly.

Figure: This is the rather famous artwork of MC Escher titles ’Angels and
Devils.’ This is an example of hyperbolic space.

